
Frozen Wolf 

By Lia  

  In the cold, white, mountains lives the arctic wolf; the Arctic Wolf 

is on the top of the food chain in the arctic mountains. Are you ready 

to experience some interesting facts about the arctic wolf?  Here are 

some physical characteristics, and information on how the arctic wolf 

raises its family and how it they hunt for food. I chose an arctic wolf 

because they are loud and are flawless white.  

Physical Charactistics 

 One of the way’s it uses its fur, is its fur matches the 

environment it lives. Who wouldn’t you want that ability? Anyway back 

to the paper, well it uses its fur to blend in with the snow and when 

the pray they are waiting for comes they attack. I will tell you three 

main facts about the arctic wolf. The one scary fact about the arctic 

wolf is that its natural predator is man! They live in a harsh interment 

so there food is scarce and they mostly eat caribou, muskoxen, small 

game such as pike, shrews, and snowshoe hare’s.   

Family 

The second fact is that the arctic wolf depends on their family 

more than people the only wolfs that can have pups is the alpha pare, 

the alpha’s is the boy leader and the girl leader. Their litter size is up 

to 14 pups, but usually 4-8. Wouldn’t that be a lot of kids!? 

Hunting for food 

The third and final fact is the characteristics. The arctic wolf 

comes in all different colors like white, brown, and tan. The females 

weigh 80-140 pounds and the males are typically 175-176 pounds. 

Some of the arctic wolfs are 3 feet in length when full grown and some 

are twice that size. They are big, fierce, sneaky, light on foot, and have 

a lot a lot of pups (a lot!). 
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